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NOTES 

 

Visit Colorado Springs (VCOS) Finance Committee Meeting, Wednesday, April 6, 2022 

 

Attendees: Dave Harris (via phone), Susan Davies, Kevin Penn, Tom Strand, Pepper Dombroski, Doug Price 

(via phone), Jim Cassidy 

 

Meeting began at or about 8:30 am; ended approximately 9:10 am. Committee members welcomed new CFO 

Jason Cutshaw. 

 

The Committee discussed the 2021 VCOS tax return which had been sent out in advance. A few typos were 

pointed out and a clarification made on who is defined as a ‘key employee’. (Makes over $150k and has control of 

over 10% of organization budget/operations) Jim noted that for future reference, each type/source of unrelated 

business income (UBI) must be evaluated separately and operating losses applied separately. This year we were 

able to apply net operating loss carryovers to our advertising activities, and there is an exemption of $1,000 for 

each category of UBI which covered the “profit” from miscellaneous income which includes the sale of lapel pins 

and other souvenir type items to visiting groups. The Committee agreed to recommend asking for Board 

acceptance of the Form 990 and 990-T electronically. 

 

The draft Investment Policy with proposed changes from Integrity Wealth Advisors was discussed and approved 

to ask for Board approval electronically. Jim outlined calculating the initial Opportunity Reserve Fund amount by 

reducing our early year cash by the operating reserve fund of $1.254 million and by a working capital amount of 

$2.5 million (which incorporates the ARPA funding). That would leave roughly $1 million to invest in the 

Opportunity Reserve fund. The Committee discussed the potential to invest some of the working capital since it 

won’t be needed much of the year. Options could be investing those and using a line of credit to cover temporary 

cash shortfalls, or investing in short term, liquid investments which could be used as needed. That will be 

evaluated and discussed at future Committee meetings. 

 

Additional information from staff on the Kiosk Project, discussed at previous Finance Committee and Board 

meetings, was outlined. Christy had contacted several other companies, including those suggested by Board 

members at a previous meeting. None of those could provide all the capabilities desired (message board, integrate 

with our CRM, interactive screens, selfie station, and e-post cards). All capabilities are available from 

Nanonation. We submitted a grant proposal to the Colorado Tourism Office but failed to receive it. The 

Committee, considering efforts to find competitive sourcing, approved asking the Board electronically to approve 

an agreement with Nanonation for $60,000. 

 

Jim reminded the committee of an earlier approval to contract with Destination Signals (DS) to handle our 

website advertising sales and management. In the earlier agreement, we had separated the existing banner ads 

(‘legacy’) to be managed by VCOS. As time has gone by, we have some partners who have a legacy ad and a new 

DS ad. That has led to occasional confusion and dual payments needed from those partners. DS has agreed and 

staff has concurred to waive outstanding fees VCOS owes them in order to consolidate all website advertising 

with DS. With their 60% commission, DS will gain some revenue from taking over the legacy ads, but staff feels 

it will be a better process for partners and DS has agreed to hold partner pricing static for the first year. Jim noted 

that DS is getting better organized and will be working with our staff to promote and hopefully sell more website 

advertising. 

 

Requests for Quotes for laptops approved as part of our ARPA grant were sent to 4 vendors with two responses. 

Staff is reviewing specifications provided, but pricing could be such that there will be sufficient funds to pay for 

setting up the laptops and also for supporting the consultant cost of moving all server data to the cloud as part of 

our staff resiliency process. Staff will coordinate with El Paso County to ensure that we get appropriate approvals 

for this use of ARPA funds. The Committee agreed with this concept. 

 

(Continued) 
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April 6, 2022 Finance Committee Notes, Continued 

 

The cash balance through March 31, financial reports through February 28 and partnership aging reports were 

shared with the Committee. Kevin noted that with the proposed distribution of funds into various reserve 

accounts, this report should continue to show all funds in total as well as perhaps separate reports on the 

investment accounts. 

 

Jim noted that we had received the draft report from CFObyDesign. We are reviewing and will suggest a couple 

of corrections to the report. With part of the report concerning in-house processes/procedures and part concerning 

a larger picture and comparison of our organization as compared to peers, we have discussed with the company to 

prepare two reports which they have indicated is not unusual. 

 

Jim noted that we are working on moving various accounts into Jason’s name – some are easier than others but 

we’re making good progress. 

 

The Committee discussed what level of agreements should be taken to the Board for a vote. Jim noted we have a 

contract signing policy from 2017 that indicates agreements over $20,000 generally require Board approval. The 

Committee and staff will review the policy at an upcoming FinComm meeting. 

 

The Committee voiced their appreciation for Jim’s service to the organization. 

 

Next Meeting: Wednesday, May 11, 2022, VCOS Olympic City Conference Room 


